
3. REQUTSTTES FOR PROFESSTONAL
TRANSLATORS

Any person who knows more than one language has the ability
to explain a word or a señtence in what translators call "the
source language" (the language you translate from) by using an
equivalent word or sentence in what they call "the target
language" (the language you translate into). This, in efect, is
the beginning of translation. But it is only the beginning. It
does not automatically turn a person into an accomplished
translator. Along with the knowledge of the source and the
target language, a translator must have an aptitude for transla-
tion. Some people are endowed with a talent for translation. It
is not an acquired skill, like riding a bicycle. It is rather atalerrt,
like playing the violin. Some people have it and some don't. It
is not necessarily an indication of a lower or higher IQ. Nor is
it an indication of how linguistically gifted one is. It is an
inborn skill that enables a person to change a text fro¡n one
language into another quickly and accurately, or, if you 9will,

think in more than one language at the same time. If you
possess this skill, then it behooves you to develop it and make
use of it, because there is never an overabundance of good
translators, and it is almost axiomatic that the good ones can
always flrnd either full-time or part-time work.

The first requisite for the working translator is a thorough
knowledge of both the source and the target languages. There
is no point in billing oneself as a translator if one is not fully
familiar with both languages, or does not possess a vocabulary
in both equal to that of a speaker of those languages who has
a university education or its equivalent.

The second requisite is thorough "at-homeness" in both
cultures. A language is a living phenomenon. It does not exist
apart from the cultule where it is spoken and written. It
communicates not only the names of objects and diferent
kinds of action, but also feelings, attitudes, beliefs, and so on.
To be fully familiar with a language, one must also be familiar
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with the culture in which the language is used, indeed, with theper4rlc who use it, their ways, tnu**"lrr, beliefs ;;á "llihü"",intcl making a culture.
Third, one must keeq up with the growth and change of thelanguage, and be up-to_date in all of its nuances 

"rE 
*"f"_gisms. Languages are in a constant state of flux, and wordschange peaning from year to year. A pejorativ" t"r_ 

"unbecome laudatory and a neutrar ierm can become loaded withmeaning. Thirty yjars. ago th9 English ,ora ;;guf;-.iófy
meant 'Joyous." Now it is used to d-efine an entirE íeg-.r1, 

"rsociety. We once spoke of the .,almighty 
dollar.,, Now as wetravel abroad we may find out the áoiru, is not necessarily

everyone's preferred currency.
Fourth, a distinction must be made between the languages

one translates from and.into. Generally speaking, one traislaiesfrom another language into one's o*í nutiu" tanguag". ffri. i,because one is usually intimately familiar with one,s ownlanguage, while even years of study and experience do notnecessarily enable one to be comple tely at home with anacquired language. The exceptions to this rure are usuaily thosepeople who have lived in more than one cuhure, and havespoken more than o.n1la1e1fee on a regular basis. ihose maybe able to translate in uottr ¿irécfions. iñ"r. are also rare gifted,individuals who have mastered another language to .ri"tr udegree fhat they can go both ways. lr"y ur" indJed extremelyrare. Given all of this, one should ailow for the fact ür"i *iii"the ability of the accomplished transrator to write and speak in
lfrilt^:l t"nguage (i.é., one's native rongue) may be flaw-
ress, rnat person may not necessarily be able to writé excellentprose or grve great speeches in the source language (i.e., thelanguage Íiom which one translates). Then igaií, i; is';;t
necessary to be able ,o. yrrt: and speak wel iñ tfrá funtuug"one translates fiom, while it is to be expected that a"goir¿translator is also a good writer and speaker in his or her native
ranguage.

Fifth, a professionar transrator has to be abre to translatc i'rnore than one area of knowledge. Most professional translatorsare called upon to tianslate in a variéty of fields. It is ,ot
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uncommon for a translator to cover as many as twenty or thirty
fields of knowledge in one year, including such areas as
political subjects, economics, law, medicine, communications
and so on. Obviously, it would be hard to find a translator who
is an economist, a lawyer, a medical doctor, and an engineer all
wrapped into one. In fact, such a person probably does not
exist. One does not have to be a lawyer to translate legal
documents. Many a professional translator has been able to
gain enough knowledge and acquire a vocabulary in a variety
oftechnical fields to be able to produce perfectly accurate and
well-written translations in those fields. This is not nearly as

difficult as it may seem, since most technical fields utilize a
well-defined number of terms which keep repeating them-
selves, and as one keeps translating the same subject, they
become more and more familiar to the translator. One must,
however, have a natural curiosity about many different areas of
human knowledge and activity, and an interest in increasing
one's vocabulary in a variety of related as well as umelated
fields.

Sixth, an effective translator must have a facllity for writing
or speaking (depending on whether the method used is writing,
speaking, or dictation), and the ability to articulate quickly and
accurately, either orally or in writing. Like a reporter, a
translator must be able to transmit ideas in real time, and in
good understandable ianguage. Tianslation is a form of writing
and speech-making, and a translator is, in a sense, a writer and
an orator.

Seventh, a professional translator must develop a good
speed of translation. There are two reasons for this: First, most
clients wait until the last minute to assign a translation job. As
a result, they tum to a translator or a translation service with
what is perhaps the most typical question in this business:
"How soon can you have this job ready for me?" The profes-
sional translator has to be prepared to accept that long job with
the short turnaround tifne, or there will be no repeat business
from that particular client or from most other clients, for that
matter. Secondly, translation is generally paid by the word.
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The more words one can translate per hour, the more income
one will generate. Translating 50 words per hour 

"u' lurrJ u
translator in the poorhouse. serious translation starts at 250
words per hour, and can reach as high as 1000 words per hour
using word processing, and close toJooo words per hour using
dictation (the author actually knows such a translator)_ High
volume translators are the ones who will be the most ,o"."r'.-
tul.

Eighth, a translator must develop research skills, and be
able to acquire reference sources which ur" 

"rr"rrtial 
for

producing high quality translation. without such sources even
the best of translators cannot hope to be able to handle a targe
variety of subjects in many unrelated fields. Dedicated transü-
tors are the ones who are always on the lookout for new
reference sources, and over time develop a data bank which
can be used in their work.

Ninth, today's translator cannot be a stranger to hardware,
software, fax, modem, the Internet, and the htÁt developments
in all those media. Translation has become completely depend-
ent on electronic tools. Gone are the days of handwriting, the
typewriter, and all the other "prehistoric;' means of comñiuni-
cation. The more one becomes involved in translation, the
more one finds oneself caught up in the latest high_tech
developments.

Tenth, a translator who wishes to be busy on a fairly
legular basis doing translation work must carefully consider the
fact that certain languages are in high demand, say, in
Washington or in Los Angeles, while others are not. Thus, for
gxamgle,-lhere is high demand for Japanese, German, Spaáish,
French, chinese, Arabic, Russian aná Italian in both váshing-
lon g{ Los Angeles, but not nearly as much for Bulgariai,
Farsi, Czech, or Afrikaans. If your language falls witñin the
second group, it is extremely advisable to álso have language
expertise in one of the languages of the first group, i, ío
seriously consider Whether your particular ta:nguage has
enough of a demand to warrant a major investment of time and
9ffort on your part. One should always check and see what
kind of a potential one,s language specialty has in a given
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geographic area.
The above ten points are the essential criteria for develop-

ing a translation career. There are many other considerations,
but none as important as these. If you feel that you can meet all
of the above criteria, then you should continue reading this
handbook and putting it to good use.

The Well-Rounded tf aortoto,

The main division in the translation field isbetween literary and

technical translation. Literary translation, which covers such

areas as fiction, poetry drama, and the humanities in general,

is often done by writers of the same geffe who actually author

works of the same kind in the target language, or at least by
translators with the required literary aptitude' For practical

reasons, this handbook will not cover literary translation, but
will instead focus on the other major area of kanslation,

namely, technical translation. High quality literary translation

has always been the domain of the few, and is hardly lucrative
(don't even think of doing literary translation if your motive is
money), while technical translation is done by a much greater

number of practitioners, and is an ever-gtowing and expanding

field with excellent eaming opportunities. This chapter dis-

cusses the characteristics of the well-rounded technical

translator.
The term "technical" is extremely broad. In the translation

business it covers much more than technical subjects in the

naffow sense of the word. In fact, there is an overlap between

literary and technical translation when it comes to such areas as

social sciences, political subjects, and many others'

One way of defining technical translation is by asking the

question, dpes the subject being translated require a specialized

vocabulary, or is the language non-specialized? lf the text

being translated includes specialized terms in a given field,
then the translation is tpchnical.

The more areas (and languages) a translator can cover, the

greater the opporhrnity for developing a successful translation

career. Furthermore, as one becomes proficient in several
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areas, it becomes easier to add more. Besides, many technicalareas are interrelated, and. proficiency in on"'in"r"ár;;;^ft_
ciency in another' In addition, 

"uiry area breaks down into
Tuny subareas, each with its own vocabulary un¿ ii" ownlinguistic idiosyncrasies. Thus, for example, franslating inArabic does not make one un 

"*p"J in a' .p;k;;-Á;"bi"dialects, yet a knowledge of .",r"á oi tt o." ¿iatects i. *rybeneficial for the professional Arabic translator
How does one become a well_rounded translator? Theanswer can be summed up in one word__experience. The keyto effective translation iJ practice. Si"r" ñ;;;;_ñá;

Blows. day by day, and, since language keeps gro*i"g-ui¿
changing, the well-rounded translutó. ,iurt k"Lp ii, au"ri.'iil,knowledge and ranguage on a regurar basis. rrr" *orri-rrringthat can happen to a translator is to be out of touch with thesource language for gore than a couple of years. Wh"t;h;rusty translator may find out is that ,r"* *orár, ,r"* 

"or."pt.and new ways of using those words and applyi"g th;;concepts have come into being during that period of ,,Éb"rnu_
tion," and one's old expertise l.,ro toigeireliable.

Stories translators tell
fw9 nSll immigrants from the Far East meet on the

street in Miami.

,^ ,^1110 
your nephew, who moved to Miami last yea4

rs becommg Americanized very quickly.,,
"How so?"
"He speaks fluent Spanish.,,

José goes back to Sorth A-"ri* 
"ft"r a short stay in

the States.

.._ 
"The gringos are very nice people,,,he tells his friends."I went to Yankee Stadium. tñ"r" *áre no seats left, sothey told me to stand byJhe flagpole. Suádenly 

"u"ryon.got^y-p, tumed to me, and sang in chorus: ,,Josá, 

"un 
you

see?"
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Translation, therefote, is a commitment one makes not for

a limited period of time, but rather long-term' Il i9 to- b:
¿rssumed that anyone who becomes a translator is the kind of

person who loves words and loves the challenge of using

*ords effectively and correctly' Such a person will not become

an occasional translator, but will make fianslation a lifelong

practice.

Good and Bad Tlanslation llabits

The accomplished translator can develop good as well as bad

habits. Starting with the bad, we have already pointed out

one-losing toilch with the source language for long periods.of

time. Anotter bad habit is taking illegitimate shortcuts while

translating. There are several tlpes of such shortcuts' The most

typical is-Aimg to look up a word one is really not sure how

tá'translate. Being ninety percent sure of a word's meaning is

notgoodenoughinprofessionaltranslation.Ifoneisnotsure
of aivord,s máaning, even after all available means have been

exhausted, then oné must put in a translator's note to that

"f""t, 
or make it known in some other way that there is a

pioUlém with translating that particular word' Anything less

wouldbe deceptiv"'-^*^ 
-L^*+n'r ic c,rr hAnother illegitimate shortcut is summarizing a paragtap

insteadofprovidingaíuutranslation.Thereissuchathingas
summary translation of a paragraph or a document ' If a

;;;-"ry is called for, then this is precisely what the translator

i, .*p""i"d to provide. But the most common form of transla-

tion is what,s known in the business as a verbatim translation,

whichisafullandcompleterenditionofthesourcetext.When
verbatim translation is ordered, anything less than a full transla-

tion is an illegitimate shortcut. unfortunately, some translators

tend to overlJok this from time to time, especially when they

undertake more work than they can accomplish by a given

deadline, and decide, to summaize nther than miss that

deadline.
Perhaps the worst habit for a translator is to decide at a

certain poitrt itt time that his or her knowledge of either thc
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sor'cc or thc target language is so good that it cannot possibly
slarrd. arry improvement. The moment one stops growing
lirrguistically, one is no longer on the cutting 

"dge 
Jf on",sp.fLssion- 'Ihe good.translator is a perenniat ra-nguíge student,.lways cager and willing to rearn mtre and to kelp ,ip *rtrr1rr.

lalcst"
As fbr good habits, the most important, perhaps, are the

:l].'cs : 
/e obtain by reversing the above-mentióned üu¿ rruurtr.llLrt there are many more. one excelrent habii i, ,"^ .""¿professional literature in the fierd one wil ue c¿r"á ,p"" atranslate in with reasonable frequency. O"" gooA 

"*áif" i.Scientific American, which can'help anyone who translates
subjects of science and technology to leam the "Vl.;;;i.,used in scientific writing. peopie who work in the field ofhanslaling business docrments should definitely re;; ;;;"..periodicals, not the reast of which is The w"tt"st*"t ir"rñt.one does not have to be a scientist to transrate scientificarticles, or have a business degree to translate business

11:i::r:,,111- 1 *.""ral undersrafiaing or tr,. suu;""i ;;;; "rong way towards providing an accurate translaiion óf tfr"subject.
Another exceflent habit is to transrate not only for profit butalso for enjoyment and experience. Most p"opf", urrfoÁrrui.l>l

are not so taken with their daily work thai they;;;ü;;;;"
continue. foing it after hours for fun or practice. But anaccomplished translator is someone who *ill on o".^il"translate simply for the sake of sharpening his or fr", ,Liif,'á,accept a very small fee because of pé.sona'.í commitmenil;h"
subject matter, or because of a p"rsónaiirrt"."rt. This writer, for
i1?*pl": enjoys rranslating púry because of rhe challenee of.oorng wnat ls perhaps the most difficult type of translalion,
and, quite simply, beCause. of the 

"njoyment 
óipoetry.

dictionaries. 
- 
Many dictionaries áre hard. to find, urrJ u."available in few places. This writer in all his travels across theunited states and abropd always stops in bookstores to rook fordictionaries' one can also oráer dictionaries from bookstoresan{ lom publishers, but then one has to know what to orderand from whom. (See Appendix}).
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I lrrr last good habit I would like to mention is the practice of-

, orrrpiling word lists and building a reference library. Dictionaries

r lo not have all the words and terms a translator needs, nor do they

t ontain all the information which specialized references may have.

| 
'lrcre are aids for translators put out by certain organizations, and

there is professional literature in every field. In recent years there

lras been a growing awareness of the need for terminology

rnanagement (see Chapter 8), and with the constant advances in

oomputer technology databases have been proliferating, naking
lhe work of the translator much easier than ever before. Good

references are worth their weight in gold when they are needed for

a specific translation, and over time the experienced translator

clevelops an extensive library of glossaries which become essential

for any translation assignment.


